Sensitive Skin Complex

SERUM FOR SKIN WHICH IS SENSITIVE TO IRRITANTS

Skin sensitivity is not a constant. A multitude of external and internal factors influence the skin’s reactivity time and again. Reactions of varying intensity may occur as quick as a flash.

The horny layer – the skin’s actual barrier – provides crucial protection against external irritants. It offers significantly more resistance to the penetration of undesired substances than the underlying dermis. Only if the horny layer’s resilience collapses, e.g. due to continual skin damage, are irritants able to penetrate into deeper layers of skin without hindrance. To prevent this from occurring at all, sensitive skin has to be fortified as a precautionary measure.

Sensitive Skin Complex is an extraordinary active substance complex which acts down to the lowest part of the epidermis, which is precisely where it restores the skin’s native protection. Following application over a period of just four weeks, the skin’s sensitivity is measurably reduced by 49%*. The skin becomes significantly more stable, does not react as intensely to irritating influences and is able to maintain its normal condition.

Sensitive Skin Complex can be easily combined with any other care product. Its slightly matting property ensures the silky-matte sheen of perfect skin.

ACTIVE SUBSTANCES

- **Skin defense complex**: Highly-active plant extract consisting of active substances from Cardiospermum halicacabum (balloon vine which grows in the tropics) Echium plantagineum (echium seed oil) Unsaponifiable constituents of sunflower oil Verifiably soothes, acts to combat redness, fortifies the skin’s barrier structure
- **α-bisabolol**: Soothing
- **Fine polyamide powder**: Matting
- **Long-chain hyaluronic acid**: High-molecular and biotechnologically obtained moisturizer with high moisture binding capacity, forms a smoothing film on the surface of the skin
- **Short-chain hyaluronic acid**: Low-molecular and biotechnologically obtained moisturizer with high moisture binding capacity, penetrates down to the lower layer of the epidermis and visibly pads “it out”, smooths the skin and protects its moisture
- **Saccharide isomerate**: Moisture retention substance obtained from natural sugars; is firmly bound to the skin’s keratin and leads to optimal skin moisturization thanks to its very good moisture-binding capacity

Home care application

Distribute Sensitive Skin Complex in the form of a course of treatment or throughout the year, preferably 2x per day, onto cleansed skin in the morning and evening. Apply a suitable day or night care product on top.

**Tip**: Sensitive Skin Complex can always be used on its own whenever sensitive skin tends to develop an unattractive oily sheen.